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SECTION 1

:NTRODUCT::.J

The research on this project has been concerned with deveoig

techni.ues fzr the study of liqui impact, assessing the behavior of

various infrared transparent solids, analytic and experimental work on

hard coatings, and basic studies of liquid/solid impact.

As discussed in detail in our previous interim reports '',2,3) we use

three different techniques for studies of high velocity liquid/solid

impact. The first involves projecting specimens of up to 25. mm diameter

at stationary drops. The second fires a liquid jet at a stationary target.

The third uses two-dimensional configurations (discs, wedges of liquid)

which are impacted. The first approach is nearest to the practical

situation in liquid impact; the second has distinct advantages in its ease

of operation, low construction cost and the velocity range which can be

covered. The final approach, using the two-dimensional configuration,

allows processes occurring inside the impacted liquid to be followed by

high-speed photography, and is nearer situations which can be theoretically

analyzed.

In order to assess impact damage quantitatively, we measure "residual

strengths This involves impacting a specimen under known conditions and

then measuring the strength. The advantages of this approach are that you

have data on (i) the unimpacted specimen strength (ii) the threshold

velocity for damage and (iii) the strength reduction following impact. A

hydraulic apparatus, which stresses 2" (ca. 51 mm) diameter disc specimens,

was initially developed for this work. The technique has subsequently been

modified and improved. An apparatus for stressing discs of 1" (25.4 mm)

diameter is proving useful where the amount of specimen material is limited

or expensive.

Our earlier research has shown that it is possible to relate drop and

jet impact in a useful manner, and to use the concept of an equivalent drop

size for jet impacts. Our high-speed camera work (1) showed that our

apparatus produces jets which are coherent and with smooth, curved front

faces. Further since the high pressures of liquid impact occur in the first

instant of impact, jet and drop impact can be made 'equivalent' to a

reasonable approximation. The convenience of the jet impact technique

compared with other approaches cannot be overemphasized. Our



e t 3 pparatas is fully cal ratea so that a part cul3r ;e 3 :',: nZ e

?an be chosen and the collision achlevec _ a few minues.

Section 2 reviews our recent 14u: ipact amge st s Te

researcn has been concerned with a r-nze .nfra-!

explaining the main features exhioited by the curves. The researcn on zinc

sulphide has included a study of the effect of grain size on the hardness

and KTc values of tne material.

Section 3 describes a study of the effect of thin hard coatings on the

damage in brittle materials due to static and dynamic loading. The system

studied was hard carbon layers on germanium. For quasi-static ball

indentations, a significant increase in the load for ring crack formation

was observed. The increase depends strongly on the ratio of coating

thi2kness to ball radius. The results are in good agreement witn

theoretical predictions. Examination of the impact damage due to high

velocity liquid jet impact showed only a small increase in rain erosion

resistance.

Section 4 describes our recent basic work on liquid/solid impact.

Techniques have been developed for producing impact of a solid with

two-dimensional wedges of liquid. One attraction of the wedge geometry is

that it maintains a constant angle between the liquid and the solid

interfaces: this simplifies both the theoretical analysis and the

experimental interpretation while retaining the essential features of the

impact. Liquid wedge and drop geometries are produced by first casting a

water/gelatine sheet and then cutting out the required shape. The

impacting solid is a plate fired from a rectangular bore gas gun. The

liquid is viewed at high magnification using high speed- photography at

microsecond framing rates. The shocks in the liquid are made visible by use

of Schlieren photography. Section 4 gives details of the new experimental

techniques. The results give information on the shock structures produced,

the 'water hammer' and 'edge' pressures and the critical conditions for

jetting. A model for the early states of jet formation is presented. The

impact geometries discussed relate to a range of practical situations

including not only liquid impact eroslon,but also explosive welding and the

production of shaped-charge jets.
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SECTION 2

LIQUID IMPACT DttGE ASSESSMENT FOR A RAS;E OF INFRA-RED MATERIALS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

damace studies. Earlier .ork on tiis c,ntract was r

kL-3). A useful review of our studies up to 1Q7> can be found n

our Paper at the 1979 Erosion Conference (4).

Forward-facing aircraft comDonents may suffer damage due to the

impact with rain drops. This damage may take the form of paint

stripping, pitting of aerofoils,and failure of rivets (5). However,

rain erosion is a more serious problem for brittle components, such

as glass or plastic domes and covers and fiber reinforced plastic

,,r ceramic radomes, where multiple dron impacts may result in

catastrophic failure. In the case of brittle materials, the impact

damage is primarily due to the interaction of the Rayleigh surface

wave, which is generated during the impact, with pre-existing

surface defects such as flaws and scratches (6). Such an inter-

action may lead to crack growth and subsequent material removal

and strength reduction.

In the drop impact, process two revimes can be distinguished.

Firstly, an initial stage during which very high pressures are

generated due to the compressible behavior of the liquid (7).

These pressures for a rigid target are given by the equation P = cCV

where 0 is the liquid density, C, the shock wave velocity in the

liquid, and V the impact velocity. They are the so-called "water

hammer" pressures. It continues as long as the contact area

between the impacting drop and the solid expands supersonically

with respect to the waves in the liquid (see Section 4 of this

report and 6, 8-11). The duration of this stage depends on the

impact velocity and the radius of curvature of the tirop but is

generally in the range of 0.1 - I us. In the second stage of the

impact, the shock waves generated by the impact move up the free

surface of the drop, jetting begins, and the imnact pressure drops

to lower values due to imcompressible flow. Incompressible flow

pressures P. are of the order i V V For a 500 m s impact,I

the incompressible flow pressure is only about 10% of the

3



pressure generated L, the compressible phase. Most of the impact

damage in brittle materials is associated with the initial high-

pressure regime. It is for this reason that liquid iets with a

smoothly curved front profile can be used to simulate !r,,p impact

to a reasonable accuracy.

A -onsiderable amount of research has been ne'rr.ed -it

. : oe se, :,,r examvt , - ' , to 1, u

,n:t , i tn : t, rWit'4 ,t , r

For reasons discussed in detail in the earlier references, the

radius of the region over which a drop produces water-hamnmer
RV

pressure is less than the drop radius and is given by r' - where

R is the drop radius and V and C are as defined earlier. On the

other hand, a jet tessentiallv a coherent cylinder of liquid)

produces the high pressures over the full cylinder head radius.

Thus for normal impact (i.e. at right angles to the target surface)

a smaller radius jet simulates a larger radius drop. Fi'gure I

illustrates this point. Curves giving the "equivalent drop" si.e

for different sized jets plotted as a function of impact vel,,citv are

reproduced in figure 2.

2.2 THE JET TECILNIQUE

The jet technique, in which jets are fired at a stationary

specimen, has great operational advantages over the more realistic

but very complicated experiment of projecting a specimen at a

stationary drop. The high velocity water jets used in the present

experiments were produced by a technique originally developed

in the laboratory by Bowden and Brunton (14) and subsequently

modified and improved (3, 12, 13). In this technique, a lead slug

is fired with an 0.22" calibre air-rifle into the rear of a water-

filled stainless steel chamber. The forward motion of the sealing

neoprene disc extrudes the water at high velocity through the

orifice section at the front of the chamber. Figure 3 illustrates

the jet production apparatus. The most important part of the design

is the nozzle section of the chamber from which the jet emerges. The

jet velocity is approximately 5 times the projectile velocity, but

the most important requirement is to produce coherent jets with

a smooth, slightly curved front profile. The whole system is

calibrated, using high-speed photography, so that it is only necessary

to choose a suitably dimensioned chamber and set a firing pressure

for a jet of chosen velocity to be produced. High-speed photographs

of jets were illustrated in referenceg (3, 12).

4



2.3 IMPACT DAMAGE IN BRITTLE .MATERIALS

The impact damage in brittle materials consists of a central

undamaged zone surrounded by an annular region with circumferential

cracks. The dimensions of the damaged area as well as the extent of

the cracking depend on the impact velocity. This is illustrated

in figure which shows jet impact damage on soda-lime glass

or thre impact veolc iti s. For the highest ip:- ct vel,,citv

the central zone appears to be damaged due to subsurface crackinc

at the rear surface. The cracks are due to the propagation of

defects in the surface because of their interaction with the tensile

stress component of the Rayleigh wave generated by the impact. The

central undamaged zone is due to the fact that at the initial stages

of the impact the contact area, in which all stresses are compressive,

expands at a higher velocity than the Rayleigh wave velocity.

This central undamaged zone and the ring of circumferential

cracks are shown more clearly in figures 5-8 which illustrate Jet

impact damage on chemical deposited zinc sulohide. It can

be seen that within the annular region, the average crack size

tends to increase with radial distance from the center of the

impact while at the same time the density of the cracks decreases.

This variation is due to the changes in the amplitude and duration

of the Rayleigh wave with radial distance: initially the wave

amplitude is very high but its duration is extremely short ( <0.1 us).

Under these conditions a very small flaw size is sufficient to cause

crack growth but the amount of growth is small because of the short

duration of the pulse. When the Rayleigh wave expands outwards its

amplitude decreases but its duration increases. A larger initial

defect size is now required for propagation but when this happens

a considerable amount of growth occurs. Therefore, the largest

and most serious flaw will almost alwavs be found at the outer edge

of the damaged zone. At very large distances the stress pulse

amplitude has decreased so much that none of the defects surrounding

the impact site will grow.

Examination of the damage patterns has shown that in this material

there are two types of defects: a high density of very small

defects which are responsible for the large number of small cracks,

and much rarer large defects which lead to very large final crack

sizes, such as the ones shown in figure 5. While the second type

of defects are due to grinding, polishing and handling damage, the

5



first type of defects seem to be related to the grain size. For

the fine grained material shown here, the average initial size will

be small but their density high. Finally we would lVke to draw-1
attention to the damage caused by a jet impact at bOO m s (figure

9d). In this specimen the amplitude Of the reflected bulk wave

was sui::iciently hich to cause c.a .nc at tu rear ;tirtace. ThiS

r a d na , hich is cal ie , , s 7'v i ,r t : r

unsupported thin specimens.

2.4 RESIDUAL STRENGTH TESTING

Although optical examination of drop/jet impact damage is

very important, only qualitative information can be obtained.

Field et al (3, 12) have therefore used the post-impact strength

of brittle specimens as a quantitative measure of the impact damage.

They have developed a bursting technique, in which the svecimen is

hydraulically loaded to failure (15, 16). This technique, in which

a circular symmetric stress field of almost constant strength is

generated over a large part of the specimen surface, ensures that

all the flaws extended by the impact are sampled at equal stress.

Only very low stresses are felt by the edges of the specimen so that

"edge" failures are almost entirely eliminated.

The results of the combined jet and post-impact strength

testing technique are shown in figure 10 for soda-lime glass.

The specimens (50 mm diameter, 3 mm thick) were subjected to a single

normal jet impact. The impact velocity has been varied between 125
-l

and 7 00 m s

The residual strength curve obtained shows that a critical velocity

has to be reached before a reduction in the average fracture stress

is observed.

This threshold velocity is followed by a transition region

(150 - 300 m s - ) in which the average fracture stress decreases

rapidly with increasing impact velocity. At high impact velocities

the average fracture stress is a much weaker function of the impact

velocity. It should be pointed out that for impact velocities

between 150 and 300 m s a large scatter in the results is obtained.

Some specimens have a very low fracture stress while others fail

at a fracture stress comparable to unimpacted specimens. The per-

centage of specimens with a low fracture stress increases with
-1

impact velocity. At impact velocities above 400 m s , all specimens

6



fail at a low fracture stress. To show this aspect more cleary

the average fracture stresses for the two groups are olotted

separately in figure II. The data can also be expressed in terms

of the probability that the fracture strength of the specimens is

reduced by the impact. The probability :urve for single impact

is shown in ficure 12. It should ie str ci that t h t.:i 

t' he rcsults in tnt trlirsittc' r i,. i :,t"u , ,

reproducibility in the impact but is due to the inherent variatir.

of the surface flaw distribution between individual specimens. As

pointed out by Matthewson and Field (16) the fracture stress can also

be used to calculate the effective size of the flaw causine failure

of the specimen. In general, the equivalent flaw size, c, can be

calculated from the fracture stress, Z , and the critical stress

intensity factor, Klc, using

c = I(K / ) /7
Ic f

where a is a dimensionless constant depending on the flaw and the

stress field geometry. In the present work, the crack geometry is

taken as semi-circular for this type of crack in a uniaxial bending

stress field a = 0.75. Inserting in the above equation the

-3/2appropriate values for the stress intensity factor (Ki= 0.75 MN m

and fracture stress (of 1 100 MPa), an average flaw size of about

42 _m for unimpacted specimens is found. This value agrees quite

well with the inherent flaw dimensions of 34 um reported by Mecholski

at al (17). The slightly larger value obtained here orobably arises

from slow crack growth during testing of the specimens in the

pressure tester (test duration typically 30 s). For the impacted

specimens we calculate flaw dimensions of 100 to 1500 -m for
-i

specimens impacted at 300 or 700 m s respectively, which is in

good agreement with observations.

We have also examined the residual strength curve of soda-lime

glass as a function of the number of impacts. The results (figure 13)

show that for damaged specimens the average fracture stress as well

as the width of the transition region decreases with the number of

impacts. The threshold velocity for impact damage was unchaneed

by the number of impacts. Although the increase in damage with the

number of impacts seems hardly surprising, it should be mentioned

that there is a large difference between static and dynamic

loading. In quasi-static loading with a rigid snhere, the dimensions

of the resulting cone crack are entirely determined by the material



properties and the applied load. A re-application of the same load,

ossuming no stress corrosion or frictional effects, does not extend

the crack beyond its initial size. However, in the dynamic case

the extent of the crack growth is not only determined by the

magnitude of the stress pulse but also by its duration, which is in

the case of drop or jet impact often the limiting factor. Subsequent

impacts eff:ectively ci f!: her time :or cric- r,-'.,',!: i.-: ,,

continues to develop until KIC is no longer exceedtid at the crack tip.

So far it has been assumed that the damage is only due to the

interaction of the Rayleigh wave with pre-existing surface defects.

However, longitudunal waves reflected from the rear surface can

enhance the Rayleigh wave and increase the crack growth. The position

at which'this occurs depends on the relative wave velocities and the

specimen thickness (6). It has been found that this process

makes a significant contribution to the impact damage of thin soda-

lime specimens at high impact velocities. By supporting the specimens

with an acoustically coupled thick glass block an increase of about
-l

15 MPa in the fracture stress of specimens impacted at 600 m s was

obtained (13). No statistically significant effects were found at

low impact velocities. It should be emphasized that soda-lime

glass has a low attenuation coefficient for stress waves and that

many materials will not be susceptible to these reinforcement effects

until correspondingly higher impact velocities.

Using this technique we have also examined other materials

such as silicon nitride (4), zinc sulphide; Raythen material

(figures 14, 15) sapphire and germanium. Figure 16 compares the

residual strength curves for hot-pressed silicon nitride (HPSN),

sapphire and zinc sulphide. A full discussion of the behavior

of ZnS can be found in reference (18). Clearly the sapphire has

the highest initial strength, though the threshold

velocity for the material tested is below that of HPSN. Both the

sapphire and HPSN retain some strength up to high velocities.

The dramatic fall in the sapphire curve is not surprising since it

has a low toughness and a very high fracture velocity. The maximum

fracture velocity is two or three times greater than that of ZnS

and HPSN. Thus once a defect start5 co extend it grows much further

in sapphire during the time of the loading pulse.

8
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2.5 THEORY BEHIND THE RESIDUAL STRENGTH CURVE

Of paramount importance for the damage is the magnitude an!

time dependence of the Rayleigh surface wave. Measurements by

Swain and Hagan (19) have shown that the Rayleigh wave can be

approximated, to a reasonable accuracy, by a triangular pulse.

The absolute magnitude of the pulse could not be determi-nied but

these workers have su estod that t- i i .

proportional to the impact velocity, b,; drawing an analogy 1ih

quasi-static contact problems where the stress field scales linearly

with the applied pressure. Secondly, one needs to know the

equation for the stress intensity factor of a non-stationary crack.

Of the various functions derived we have chosen the equation for

the stress intensity factor derived by Eshelby (20) which is

particularly applicable to the problem of propagating small flaws

and which is given by

Kld mo ( ma)(l - V/C R)U

where m is a geometrical constant, a the initial flaw size, V

the current crack velocity, CR the Rayleigh wave velocity and U

is given by the following series

3 c-a 15 c-aU 8 a -256 a ' .

where c is the current crack size. Evaluation of this series

shows that for c < 20a,U can be accurately approximated (21) to

U- 2.4
S 5aj

The current crack velocity in the above equation can be derived

from the experimentally determined dependence of the crack velocity

on the dynamical stress-intensity factor (22).

V - V (I - K2 /K2 2.5
max K1  /d)

where V is the maximum crack velocity.max

Finally, one needs to consider the probability density

function for the flaw dimensions. We have used a simplified function

derived by Jaytilaka and Trustrum (23) whicN is given by

n-i

f(c) co cn ec0/c 2.6

where c is the size of the most probable flaw dimension. The0

parameter n is related to the Weibull parameter.

9



Bv combining the above functions one can calculate, to a first

order approximation, the residual strength curve of brittle

materials. The procedure we used has beei described in detail

elsewhere (13). It calculates the amount of crack growth

for each of the flaws present in a "snecimen" and compares th-

nre- and nosr-impact fractur stre!th. Th. :r,,cedure his

velocities.

The results of the calculations have been plotted in the fr-n

of a residual strength curve in fizure 17. A very good qualitative

agreement with the residual strength curve for single impact is

obtained. In particular the variation in the amount of scatter

in the fracture stress as a function of the impact velocity is

well-reproduced in the analysis. From the analysis a failure

probability curve can be obtained which is also shown in ficure

17 'broken line). Once again a eood qualitative azreement with

the measured probability curve is obtained. The model has also

been used to calculate the effect of multiple impacts on the

resulting damage and the same conclusions as from the experimental

results can be made, namely an almost constant threshold velocity,

a reduction of the width of the transition region and a continuous

increase in the post-impact flaw size at high impact velocities.

The model can also be used to illustrate the effect of

abrasion on the residual strength curve. For this purvose a new

set of specimens with twice the density of flaws was generated.

Furthermore, the size of the most frequent defect was increased.

The impact parameters and material properties were the same as

used for figure 17. The residual strength curves for the "as

received" (open circles) and the "abraded" specimens (closed

circles) are plotted in figure 18. Due to the abrasion not orlv

the initial strength of the specimens is reduced but also the

threshold velocity and the post impact strength at high impact

velocities. The failure probability curve (not shown) shows

a much smaller transition region for the "abraded" specimens. The

above predictions are in very good agreement with experimental data

for jet impact studies. Furthermore, Wiederhorn and Lawn (24)

noted similar effects for solid particle impacts on abraded and

unabraded glass specimens.

10



2.6 THRESHOLD VELOCITY FOR DIFFERENT JET AND DROP SIZES

The interaction between a stress pulse and a flaw is complex,

depending on whether the DulSe lencth is areater tha:., equal to or

less than the flaw. Based on measured threshold stre:vzth values

.or -lasses for a variety of jet sizes (0.1 to . m) we have

uhat tie criteria = :rstaut w'rks '. .

stdied 1') where is hie e td stress au' ts

is simply linked to the "water hammer nressure" C' and tor .o

cylindrical jet, = d/2C. Thus for two different sized jets we obtain

V d

2 1

However, if relatively high impact velocities are involved

a more sophisticated expression is required. This is because tue

shock velocity C is a function of pressure. For the velocity

range of interest C = C (U + 2V/C ) where C is the icoustic

velocity (25). The equation now becomes

V ( C + 2 V , ) d.I
v2(Co _ 

S
V o(C + 2Vd

1 0 1
However, this correction only becomes greater than a few ' for

impact velocities greater than a few hundred metres per second.

In the case of drops, the pressures are again of the order

JCV but the diameter of the contact circle, D, over which these

high pressures apply depends on both the drop diameter and the

impact velocity (6) i.e. D = dV/C.

The duration of this high pressure regime is given by

3 dV 2

4 C-
For two different sized drops, we have after use of thea 2- = constant

relation

V1 f d I 1I /3
Vl- =( d T2.

1

Note this expression is valid for both the acoustic approx-

imation and when allowance is made for the shock correction.

Essentially this is because, for a drop, J 7 does not depend on

C (it cancels). For a cylindrical jet, 0 2 does depend on C.

Much of our residual strength data has been obtained with jets

from an 0.8 mm orifice. This can be converted to an equivalent

drop size using earlier results. We can then calculate threshold

11



damage values for any required drop size by using equation 10.

Table I summarises threshold data for a range of materials.

-1.
Table I Threshold velocities / m s

Thrcsikld 7,or Equivlent drop Estima.!,:Materialls
CS i. 

ZnS (Raytheon) 125 5 170

Soda-lime glass 150 5 205

Germanium 150 5 205

Sapphire 350 4.4 455
(Basal plane)

Hot-pressed 00 4 630

Silicon Nitride

2.7 ON THE GRAIN SIZE DEPENDENCE OF THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF ZINC SULPHIDE

The dependences of the yield, flow and fracture stresses

on grain size have been examined for a large number of ceramics.

However, the number of studies on the effect of the grain size

on the fracture toughness K is relatively small (26-32). The
Ic

results obtained are often contradictory. In particular in the

case of alumina some experiments have shown an increase in KI, with

increasing grain size (26, 28) while in other experiments no

grain size dependence (32) or even a decrease with increasing

grain size (33) has been found. It has been shown by Simpson

(34) and Pratt (30) that the grain size dependence obtained

depends also on the type of test. In the present work we have

determined the fracture toughness of polycrystalline zinc sulphide

using the Vickers indentation technique developed by Lawn and

Fuller (35). In this technique the length of the crack, C,

formed by a load P is related to K by the equation

IIc
K F2

I c 31
hee×= ( 3/2a ,)-I -l

where t = ( a , n' = w + tan i, i is the coefficient

of friction and - the indenter semi-angle (680). While the fracture

touchness determined in this way may not be equal to the intrinsic

fracture toughness (30) this test should give a good indication of

the toughness of the material during solid particle erosion

involving elastic-plastic contact. The specimens were produced

by a chemical vapour deposition process. The average diameter

12



of the columnar grains ranged from 2 to 500 =. For each specimen

the scatter in the grain size was small.

The results obtained are plotted in fioure K'. The ficure

shows that in the range of 500 to 8 .m grain size K increases
1C

approximately linearly with the reciprocal root of the grain s :e.

For grains smaller than about 8 .m K_ I4ecroses icin.

The obser'.: ni r rc. Ati, sA : '- '

a model for the grain size cenencenco of K assumin-
Ic

non-thermally activated grain houndarv deformation process (36).

Also from the "crack nucleation through dislocation pile-up" model

it can be argued that Klc will be approximately proportional to

d -, as has been pointed out by Kawatabe and Izumi (37). Earlier

experiments in the laboratory on the relationship between micro-

plasticity and Vickers indentation induced cracks in zinc sulphide

(38) have confirmed that plastic deformation processes play a very

important role in the initiation and propagation of these cracks.

The decrease in K for very small grain sizes is attributed to

the fact that grain boundary deformation is such that voids are

formed in a spherical zone under the contact area (38). Further,

towards the crack tip the deformation is less severe but might still

lead to a microscopic loss of coherence at the grain boundaries,

resulting in a decrease in the fracture toughness.

Micrographs of the indents made on different grain size material

are shown in figure 20. All of the indents correspond to a load

of 100 N. There is a clear change in the pattern of fracture

as the grain size varies. For the smallest grain size of 2.5 Lm,

(illustrated in figure 20a) the "classic" pattern for this loading

geometry is observed. Essentially the same pattern is followed

for the 6.5 and 8 tm grain size material. However, for the grain

sizes greater than 8 wm, there are no recognisable "median cracks",

but instead multiple radial fractures. For these specimens, the

diameter of the fracture zone was taken for the value of 2c in the

expression for Klc.

Referring again to figure 19 we see that the points to the left

of the maximum correspond to the formation of an irregular zone of

radial fracture and those to the right to the symmetrical median

crack growth. It could be argued that the Klc values given for

the large grain material are suspect since the crack system does

13



not correspond to the one analysed. This is a valid point.

However, in our view the lov2r "effective" Klc values with larger

erain sizes still illustrate an important trend, since the': are

a measure of the extent of fracture produced by a 2iven load.

More is said about this when the hardness data has been described

see blow)

- kRAI': :ZE D1-E:V;-.Cr
PLASTICITY 1N ZINC SULHIDE

Hardness has long been recognised as an important property

of ceramics, in particular in applications involving friction, wear

and abrasion. The microplastic deformation processes also play

an important role in the nucleation of the various crack systems

associated with elastic-olastic contact in these nominally brittle

materials (32, 38, 39-42). In this study, cross-sectional

examination of the deformation processes underneath Vickers

indentations was made by -roducing indentations across the

interface of two polished specimens held rigidly together in cold

mounting plastic (38). After indentation the specimens were Drised

apart and the subsurface deformation was studied optically. The

axis of the columnar grains was perpendicular to the cross-sectional

plane. Hardness measurements were made with a Vickers micro-hardness

tester. Various indenter loads were used.

The changes in the subsurface deformation with varying

grain size are shown in figure 21. Figure 21a shows the deformation

for a 300 N indentation on 0.5 im diameter zinc sulphide. !Vithin

the deformed zone a large number of well-defined spiral flow lines

can be distinguished which follow the maximum shear stress

trajectories as predicted for an isotropic plastic material (43).

Figure 21b illustrates the deformation in zinc sulphide with a

grain size of 2 pm. Although the flow lines are still discernible,

they are less well-defined than in the previous figure. Detailed

examination of the subsurface deformation in these fine-grained

specimens (38) has shown that intergranular voids are formed

along the flow lines due to a grain boundary sliding process.

Although deformation within the grains themselves takes place, a

large part of the deformation is concentrated in the spiral flow

lines. For the coarser grain sizes, the possibility of deformation

along the grain boundaries is limited and the deformation occurs

mainly within the grains.

14



In this case no spiral 1,low 1 i nes ,,il '1e frmed as i s nw

in icure 21c and! d. :n part: cui.r H7 21,;ed~ r..

> m) it is c'l2,r that the def.'rnai'n, is oo'ri<. > .

the grains. The amount of slip in cach; .,raincc-' ;.e orien-

tat ion of the .'vtlwith resnec t ne in(cent rt 2 c

.se oc s in :i d -7 .Uform-iti. -i Iso ifc::~ t

crack systems which torm around thne i "'entt -i .i :)i rn t :e

rindmaterial %welli-defined median cracks form. These*'n±

seen in the cross-section views t izure -"a and b) an'd ithesutc

views (figure 210) . For the larger zrain sizes (S 8 -m. thne

intergranular radial cracks showed a Larce scatter in 3enc 1Can

trajcture na~.Furt'hermore, it was observed that at low loads

the formation of lteral cracks in larc-e crained ate_ al was

su e srs eu; .: r5 roos ec t, t e t n ones e :' n I

::omc one :-i tnes, mater' s tine comvressed central zcone n

relax relative'.'.* easily upon unloading, leaving insuffticient.

stored enerzy to -rropazate lateral cracks into the surrounding matrix.

it should ', nointed out that the absence ol. lateral crackine -ul

reduce the ratce or material removal during solid Dartic'e erosion.

This is a ncot,7e wol .< o investiczate in ruture researcon.

Hardness data tor tnie diff:erent tzramn sized snecimens is

oresented in ficures 22 and _'. Fizure 22 is for an indenter load

of 10 N and figure 23 for an indenter load of 100 N. The

minimum in the first case is at 20 -,m and in the socond at _hO-m

This factor 3 difference is verv reasonable. It appears that

the minimum occurs when the size of the indent is tvnically a

few grain diameters.

For the 10 kg load the indent area is 10 x bigger and so

its diameter is v10 (i.e. '- 3) times larger. The increasing

hardness towards smaller grain sizes is also reasonable since

grain boundaries cause dislocation pile-ups. This is the Petch

mechanism which predicts H = Ho+ a d where a is constant and
d is the grain diameter. Ficue 2ad2 er lre ntr

of d -to test this relation.
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In figure 23 we show two dotted curves t,: the le r of the

minimum ii.e. towards larger grain sizes), th experimental spreac

ir. this area is such that both c uld be arau,.d to be significant.

Noe that in a d ct tis reic; is rat:r ;.r act althnouZ:; it

covers a very wira of grain size. 7. 2uc2 larger scatter

i n surpri-gin4 : nc inden-It -ize, is: .3s :a grai2

HAIRD COA .ING

Until recently nearly all coating materials used mc improve

the rain erosion resistance of brttle aircraft Components were

either metallic or elastomeric. However, there are ncw several

practical applications (e.g. infrared transparent windows) where

traditional coating materials cannot be used because of unsuitable

electromagnetic properties. The range of materials with the

required optical properties is restricted to certain semiconductors,

:eramics ano amorpncus materials. General!v, these substances

are brittle materials with a relatively high Young's moulus.

In order to determine the feasibility of protecting brittle

substrates against drop impact with a thin coating of a (brittle)

material with a high Young's modulus, we have developed a static

finite element model in which an undeformable sphere is loaded onto a

coated halfspace. This simple approach to the very complex

drop impact problem can be justified by the observed similarities

between quasi-static ball indentation damage and liquid drop

impact damage.

In the analysis we have concentrated on the stresses responsible

for the failure of brittle materials namely the radial tensile stresses.

The model has been described in detail elsewhere (44) and we

will just summarize the most important results here. It has been

found that thin coatings of a rigid material can reduce the maximum

radial tensile stress generated in the substrate from which it

can be concluded that hard coatings can indeed be used to protect

brittle materials against elastic contact damage. The reduction of

the maximum tensile stress in the substrate (which occurs at the inter-

face) is plotted in figure 24 as a function of the normalized coating

thickness for various coating materials. The figure shows that

a high Young's modulus of the coating material is particularly

important in obtaining a large reduction in the tensile stresses

and that a very thin coating can be sufficient.
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The favourable effect of the coating on the substrate stresses is

however accompanied by a str,)ng increase in tao maximum tensile stress

which develops in the coating surface as is shoum in figure 25.

This effect is due to the relatively large strains in the substrate

¢~cn tend to"overstretcn" t coatinc --

for small coating thicknesses. At larger coating thicknesses

.he maximum tensile stress reaches a maximum and then decreases again.

In conclusion, the analysis has shown that materials with a

high Young's modulus should be effective coating materials, provided

their mechanical properties are good enough to withstand the high

stresses in the coating itself. Although the range of Poisson's

ratios for hard materials is rather small, materials with a relatively

high Poisson's ratio kabout 0.3) should be chosen since both the

maximum substrate ar.J the maximum coating stress decrease with increasing

Poisson's ratio.

'hen considering the optimum coating thickness it should

be noted that the analysis indicates two regions of preferable

coating thicknesses, namely very thin (d/a < 0.05) or relatively

thick coatings (d/a < 0.4). However, for these thick coatings the

problem of spontaneous coating debonding due to residual stresses is

a serious one.

For the thin coatings, a sizeable reduction in the substrate

stresses can be obtained without too large an increase in the coating

stresses. Ball indentation experiments on carbon coated germanium

have shown that a coating thickness of I or 3 m can increase the critical

load for ring crack formation by as much as 100% and 200% respectively

(for a detailed account see section 3 and reference 45).

2.10 DISCUSSION

(a) The Jet Technique

The pressures which cause liquid impact damage are those generated

during the very initial stages of impact when compressible behaviour

of the liquid occurs. For the impact velocities likely to arise in

most rain erosion situations, the ratio of incompressible to
-l

compressible pressures is very small (-, 1/33 at 100 m s , 1,10 at
-l)

500 m s . This is the basic reason why jet simulation of drop
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impact works reasonably well. It is essential though to produce

jets which are coherent and which have a smooth, ; ightlv curved,

front profile.

Figures 2b and -27 compare jet and drop data for :nS. The drop djta

is from Adler (46) the jet data from our own work 47). The drop data

is :or a im diametor drop. The jet data is f7r <ts from a

simulate 4 mm drops) . In other words tile diameter of the central

zone in the damage pattern (figure 2b) and the maximum crack depth

(figure 27) should be approximately 2 x greater for the jet compared

with the drop as is indeed found.

We have also used the technique of projecting a specimen at a

suspended drop. This has allowed us to test our drop/jet equivalence

curves (figure 2). There is no doubt that the jet technique has

enormous advantages in case of experimentation and low construction cost

compared with methods using moving specimens. We are currently

developing a multiple jet impact device which we feel could nave

great benefits for rain erosion testing.

We are presently studying the equivalence of jet and drop impact

for angled impacts. It should be emphasised that the curves of figure

. are for normal impact and need some modification for angled impacts.

(b) Residual Strength Testing

We believe that the quantitative data which these curves give

is invaluable. An important new result is that multiple impact does

not affect the threshold velocity (figure 13). Thus, a meaningful estimate

of the threshold velocity under practical conditions can be obtained

from single impact experiments.

(c) Zinc Sulphide

Grain size affects both the K (figure 20) and the hardness

(figures 22, 23) of ZnS. Another important factor appears to be the

hydrogen content of the specimen and we hope to report on that shortly.

There is clearly great scope for future developments with this

material to improve its erosion threshold.

The residual strength curve for the ZnS studied (Raytheon) material

is shown in figure 14. The mean strength in our hydraulic test

was -. 80 MPa though some specimens had strengths greater than 100 MPa.

As noted earlier specimen strength is often adversely affected by rather

large flaws produced during surface preparation. If strengths of -100

,MPa were the mean rather than the exception this would significantly

improve the threshold velocity for damage of this material.
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(d) Hard Coatings

Theoretical and experimental studies have shown that relativei\

thin (few micron) layers of strong, high modulus coatings can

significantly improve the threshold conditions for damage. This

is clearly an area well worth further study.
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SECTION 3

INDE::rATION AND LIQUID IMPACT STUDIES ON COATED GER\ IUM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Germanium is an important lens material for optical systems

worki,.; K: ::rared part of the spectr:M since it ccmbin~s

sedc :'?ic:J. : rc: .is .iL2 a r<as,'n.i?.c ::~ :kina icai '-"*:t.

(-6, .?). however, as in other brittle materials, the contac:

with either sharp or blunt particles can lead to crack formation

and hence strength reduction. The type of damage depends on the

applied load and the radius of curvature of the indenting particle

(50). In the case of elastic-plastic contact, as occurs for sharp

particles, several crack systems (radial, median and lateral

cracks) can form at different stages of the loading cycle. In

the literature there exists some controversy about the precise

origin of these cracks. Evans et al 51-33) assume that th

nuclei for these cracks are pre-existent while Hagan et al.

(38, 41, 54, 55) have stressed the possibility of crack nucleation

due to plastic deformation processes in nominally brittle materials.

For germanium the relation between plastic deformation and associated

cracking around sharp indents has been examined by Bannerjee and

Feltham (56) and Lankford and Davidson (57).

In purely elastic contact, as occurs in large diameter ball

indentation, a ring crack is formed around the contact area which

upon further loading propagates into a cone crack (see Lawn and

Wilshaw (58) for an extensive review). The inherent surface

defects in brittle materials form the nuclei for these cracks.

The driving force for the propagation of these defects is provided

by radial tensile stresses which exist in a shallow surface layer

outside the contact zone.

Recently, it has been shown theoretically (44) that the maximum

radial stress generated in the substrate by a spherical indentation

can be reduced with a thin rigid coating. Certain hard, anti-

reflection coatings are of interest with germanium since they allow

infrared transmission which soft, (for example, elastomeric), coatings

would not. In particular, for coating materials with a very high

Young's modulus a significant increase in the fracture load for

the substrate is predicted. The reduction in maximum tensile stress
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also depends strongly on the effectivv coatisg thickness, i.e.

the ratio of coating thickness and contact racius. Therefcre, in

the present work we have examined thile critical load for ring :ra-,

formation in carbon coated germanium as a function of coatino

thickness and radius of curvature of the indenting particle.

Furthermore, we have tec: the beneficial e:fl7e :.

drop impacts. rhis .:rn of aynamicallv eijstic .. iOifl ca acse

significant damage to brittle forward-facing aircraft components.

13. 2' EXPERIMENTAL

The effect of thin hard coatings on the fracture load for ball

indentations was examined for germanium specimens 25 mn diameter,

2 mm thick) provided with hard carbon coatings of I and 3 -m thickness.

Tungsten carbide balls (0.4 and 1.0 mm diameter) and hardened steel

balls (2.0 and 4.0 mm diameter) were used as indenters. The load

was applied with an Instron testing machine. The cross-head
-l

speed during loading was 0.05 mm min The maximum load was applied

for about 10 s. The occurence of ring crack formation was determined

by examining the surface with an optical microscope after unloading.

The liquid jet impact technique which was used to simulate

high velocity (> 100 m s- ) rain drop impact has been described

in section 2. The impact damage on both coated and uncoated

specimens was assessed using optical microscopy.

3.3 RESULTS

3.3a Ball indentations on coated germanium

Examination of the contact damage at high loads on both coated

and uncoated germanium showed an approximately hexagonally shaped

"ring" crack. The ring cracks were usually visible on the coating

surface. However, in a very limited number of cases at low loads

only subsurface cracking could be detected, suggesting that for these

coated specimens crack propagation started in the substrate. In

the case of 0.4 mm ball indentations radial cracks as well

as cone cracks were formed. Also plastic deformation and occasionally

coating debonding was observed for this ball diameter. Therefore,

these results fall outside the scope of the present work which is

concerned with the effect of coatings for the case of purely elastic

contact.
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Detecting the onset of cracking in an optically transparent

material is relatively easy since the contact area can be viewed

directly. The procedure adopted here was to determine the load,

at which 50% of the indents shewed partial or complete ring

cracks. This load is plotted in figure 28 as a function of the

indenter radius for both uncoaL,-c 1: caate6 ,Decl- 17-' . results

,r,, :ut J' indUnt ;i,-r data ncL:t

tne larger bail sizes complete shattering of the specimen occurred

frequently making an accurate measurement of the fracture load

impossible. The figure shows that a carbon coating can lead to a

significant increase in the fracture load. For the I .m coating

the increase is about 100% and for the 3 .m coating at least 200%.

3.3b Liquid Jet Impact Damage

Figure 29 shows the damage due to single and multiple liquid
-i

jet impact at 260 m s for uncoated germanium. The damage is

typical of that for brittle materials and consists of a central

undamaged zone surrounded by an annular region with short circum-

ferential cracks. The damage is due to the interaction of the

Rayleigh surface wave generated by the impact and surface defects (5).

The influence of the {Illl} cleavage plane orientation on the fracture

pattern is well illustrated in this figure. The figure also shows

the increase in impact damage with increasing number of impacts.

For the first and second impact cleavage fracture is the most

important mode of erosion. During-the third impact the lateral

outflow of water caused dislodgement of already existing raised

cleavage edges and gross material removal. Such a sequence of

erosion mechanisms has also been observed in multiple raindrop

impact experiments on polycrystalline and single crystal germanium

(59).

Figure 30 shows the impact damage for a 3 pm coated specimen
-I

also impacted at 260 m s . The light area in this figure is the

debonded region due to the outflow of water. For the first and

second impact the number of cracks formed is smaller than for the

uncoated specimen. At the third impact the increase in damage is

considerable particularly in the debonded areas where there is

a local loss of protection.
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A more favourable influence o thin coatings on the get impact

damage was observed at lower impact velocities. Figures 31a and 31b

show the damage due to three successive impacts at .20 m s :or an

uncoated and a 3 .im coated specimen respectively. For the uncoated

specimen an almost complete ring of cracks was formed at each impact.

for the coated specimen on: a few iso 1,:- cracks : ui be

c coating. :XO subsuracQ crackin.as r'.c

(for these thin coatings subsurface cracking would Ihave been easilv

detectable). At this lower impact velocity no signs of incipient

coating.
-i

At an impact velocity of 260 m s the I _m thick coating

gave less reduction in the damage than the 3 .m coating. However,

no significant coating debonding occurred. For the lower impact

valocity no significant differences between the damage for I _m

and that for 3 _m coatings were observed.

3.4 DISCUSSION

3.4a Ball indentations on coated germanium

In this section we compare the measured increase in the fracture

load of coated specimens with the results of our recent theoretical

study on the effect of thin hard coatings on the Hertzian stress

field (44). In order to enable the comparison with the theory we

have replotted in figure 32 the data if figure 28 as the fracture

pressure versus the contact radius. The contact radius was calculated

using the well-known Hertzian equation
2 2

1-v I-v2
3 4 11 + 2

a FR } 3.1
3 E 1  E

where a is the contact radius, F the applied load, R the ball radius and

V isV2 and El, E, the Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of the

indenter and substrate respectively. We have taken E = 140 GPa and v

= 0.20 as the average values for the elastic constants for germanium.

It has been shown theoretically that for these thin coatings equation

(1) gives a good approximation of the true contact radius on coated

specimens. For the uncoated specimens the fracture pressure and

hence the fracture stress, decreases continuously with increasing

ball size and hence contact radius. This indenter size effect is

due to an increased probability of stressing a flaw of sufficient

size with larger sampled area.

The rapii decrease of the fracture pressure with contact radius

for the coated specimens is due to a combination of two effects: (i)
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the usual decrease of the fracture prossure with contact radius as

observed for the uncoated specimens and (ii) the simulta-neous decrease

of the effective coating thickness (ratio of laver thickness, ;, to the

contact radius) which determines its protective influence. 7C

separate the two effects and to obtain a -cod indicaticn -: !L

protection:, :t-ovided bv ti .,- o t :c p, .''.:lottd i :

that for an indentation ,ith the same cntact radius or. an uncoate

specimen, P*, versus the normalised or effective coating thickness

d,a. This procedure was followed to correct for the increase in

contact area and hence the decrease in fracture pressure because

of flaw statistics reasons) at the increased loads for the coated

specimens. The error bars in this figure are related to the

uncertainties in the fracture loads indicated in figure 28. Figure 33

shows an approximately, linear increase of the normalised fracture

pressure with effective coating thickness. 7he increase in

fracture pressure for the 0.4 mm ball indentations where elastic-

plastic contact takes place) is considerably smaller than predicted

from the linear dependence observed for the larger ball sizes.

To compare the measured increase with theoretical predictions we

have to estimate the elastic properties of the carbon film since

no experimental values are yet available. It has often been found that

the Young's modulus of disordered systems is about 80Z of that of

the crystalline state (60). Taking diamond as the reference state

we expect a Young's modulus of about 800 GPa. On the other hand it

has been found experimentally that the Young's modulus of thin amorphous

films of germanium and silicon (which have the same structure as

diamond) is only 30% of the crystalline value (61). For the present

coating material this would give a Young's modulus of about 300 GPa.

In figure 33 we have plotted (dashed lines) the theoretically predicted

increase in the fracture pressure for three different coating moduli

(300, 500 and 800 GPa) while assuming that the critical pressure

is determined by substrate failure. The Poisson's ratio of the coating

was taken as 0.20. Ignoring the two data points for 0.4 mm balls,

where plastic deformation took place, a surprisingly good agreement

between theory and experiment is obtained.
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3.4b Liquid jet impact experiments on coated germanium

The threshold damage velocity for 0.8 mm jets is 150 m s- (02).

Optical examination of the surface damage due to liquid jet impact

has shown that there is some protection provided by the carbon

coating. Due to the limited number of specimens available we were

unable to determine quantitavelv the increase in threshold velocit"

>or imnac: u..a: cs i ct . :I.svr I f

relatively small changes in damage patterns Jue to thtese ccatings

suggest that only a modest increase in the threshold velocity is

obtained. Furthermore, the observations have shown a rapid loss of

protection at higher impact velocities due to coating debonding caused

by the shearing action of the radial outflow. This phenonenon, which

has also been observed for drop impact experiments on coated zinc sulphide

(63), will be a major problem for real rain erosion conditions

where the number of impacts per unit area will be high. Finally,

it was noted that the thin coating seemed almost as effective as

the thick coating but less susceptible to debonding. Two points

are likely to be sifnificant here. The first is the practical

problem of depositing thick coatings without residual stresses

which make the coatings prone to debonding. The second is that liquid

jet impact is a particular severe form of loading combining high

normal and shear stresses. In particular, due to the outflow of

water the shear stresses generated at the interface will be very

much higher than under identical solid particle impact conditions.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the critical load for spherical indentations

to form ring cracks in germanium can be significantly increased

(up to 200% increase) by means of a thin carbon coating. The

increase in the fracture load depends strongly on the effective

coating thickness. The results are in good agreement with theoretical

predictions. In the case of liquid jet impact the reduction in

impact damage was more modest. Coating debonding due to lateral

outflow was a major limitation of the coating system in particular for

larger coating thicknesses. Although a coating may be of marginal

advantage during liquid jet impact it can still assist in maintaining

the pristine state of the surface so that the material performs

better when impact does take place. The coating also has an important
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p .- .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . ... ..

role as an anti-reflection layer. The rather different behaviour

of the coating in ball indentation and liquid jet impact experiments

has shown that care should be taken in making quantitative

predictions on coating performance under dynamic loading conditions

from quasi-static experiments.
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SECTION 4

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SHOCK STRUCTURES

AND THE CONDITIONS FOR JETTING DURING LIOUID I..PACT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

solid surface can generate high transicnr pressures and causc

significant damage, particularly if the impact velocity is high.

The high pressures have been attributed to compressible behaviour

in the liquid. The fact that numerous situations exist in which

such collisions occur has made the study of liquid impact crucial

for the further development of related technologies. However,

despite considerable activity in the subject there exists a large

number of unexplained and poorly understood phenomena associated

with liquid impact (11). The reasons for this are connected

with the fact that the high pressures and much of the damage

formation takes place during a very short time period following

the initial contact, and as we will show, involve a complex

dependence on the geometry of the liquid and solid surfaces

in the contact area.

Consideral-le progress has been made in overcoming these

obstacles by making extensive use of high speed photographic

techniques and rapid response crystal guages. One result of this

work is that when a curved liquid drop strikes a solid, the highest

pressures do not occur at the center of impact where the normals

to both the liquid and solid surfaces are parallel but on a

nearly circular boundary at a distance which depends on the drop

radius and the velocity of impact (11, 64, 65). Another result is

that after an interval comparable to the time it takes the drop

to spread out to the maximum pressure radius, a "jetting" motion

develops. In certain impact speed ranges this jet has been observed

to have a speed up to ten times the impact speed (66-69).

The study of these events has been considerably complicated

by the fact that for the drop sizes normally used in experiments,

which are typically up to a few millimetres in diameter, both the

"jetting" and high pressure thresholds are reached when the intercept

angle between drop edge and solid surface is, at most, a few degrees.

Thus it becomes difficult to interpret the photographic evidence,

and to observe the detailed behaviour of the liquid in the critical

zone.
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The main object of the present investigation was to overcome

these experimental difficulties by the use of a technique dvsigned

to isolate the behaviour of the liquid in the critical zone

and to prolong the duration of the critical period between the

attainment of maximum "edge" pressure and "jetting". The rationale

of our method is based on the mechanics of wave :r,:nts spreadi-n

is .cmpressed 'by the coLlision, an, thn compression is a

the unaffected portions of the drop by w,'aves moving at sonic speeds

and even considerably exceeding the sound speed in the unuisturbed

liquid. One of these waves will be attached to the spreading

edge contact point and, as first observed by Hemann8), this

will be a shock which can be calculated bv the use of conservation

laws. Such a calculation shows that the edge pressures can

easily obtain values exceeding the normal impact pressure S, 1J, 7')).

Thus a crucial aspect of an: liquid impact involves this attac:lec

shock. the present experiments are designed to study how the

impact parameters of collision velocity and surface geometry

influence this wave system. In particular we shall be concerned

with how such a shock system can become detached from the solid

surface, and how this detachment process leads to the formation of

"jetting".

Lesser (10, 70) has carried out significant extensions

of Hemmann's work which shows that the shock system at the edge of

a spreading spherical drop and the plane shock developed on

a two-dimensional wedge-shaped impact surface are in a certain

sense equivalent. This equivalence applies exactly in the

vicinity of the edge when the wedge angle equals the tangent

angle of t oncoming drop at the contact edge, and the impact

speed of the oncoming wedge equals the drop impact speed. It is

important to appreciate that during the crucial initial stage of

impact the information that a collision has taken place is

confined to the liquid region reached by tb3 compression

waves developed during the initial contact. ..is means that

the collision with a large drop can be effe..ivelv studied

by using a sector of liquid. As shown in Lescer (10) the pressure

field is higher in the interior of a cylindrical 7r two-dimensional

drop than a spherical drop, however, the edge behaviour is identical

in both the two and three dimensional cases. Thus it becomes
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reasonable to simplify the experimental stud. of the :ollisicn '

using two-dimensional, preformed liquid shapes which ar. struck

by a moving target. Techniques for impacting two-dimensional

wedges of liquid were first described at the 1979 Erosion

Conference (70). The further developments of this method are

given in section 4.2 and new results in Sections -.3 and ..

,_ PERIM.ENTAL

The idea of using disc-shaped bubbles or drops tor cavi:ation

of liquid impact studies was first suggested by Bruntcn 71). The

technique was further developed in subsequent research 1,68, r ,

71-76). In the case of drop impact a small quantity of liquid was

placed between two transparent plates separated by a small distanca;

surface tension pulled the liquid into a curved orofile. mpact

was achieved by projecting a third plate between the two spaced plates.

High speed photography, using either a Bechman and Whiley (mcde

189) rotating mirror camera or single-shot schlieren photography,

was used to record the impact events on a micro-second time scale.

To obtain synchronization with the rotating mirror camera the

impact plate was accelerated with an explosive detonator: the

arrangements used achieved velocities of typically 100 m s . (68, 69, 72),

The great advantage of this two-dimensional work was that it allowed

processes occurring inside an impacted drop to be observed in detail

without the refraction problems inherent with spherical drops.

In their extension of this work Rochester and Brunton (73-76)

fired an instrumented bullet (simulated target) at a two-dimensional

drop and the impact pressure distribution was measured. The

results showed that, although the "water hammer" pressure occurred

at the centre, there were off-axis pressures of even greater

magnitude and of roughly the size predicted by the theoretical work

of Heymann (8) and Lesser (10).

A disadvantage of impact with a drop, both from the viewpoint

of analysis and experimental interpretation, is that there is a

constantly changing angle between the drop boundary and the solid

(angle Z in Figure 34). This is overcome by using wedges of liqui-i

which have a constant, prechosen .
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In the present experiments wo-dimtnsicnal wedges and

other geometries were prepare bv :irst mixing 127 by weig t of

gelatine with water, allowing it to set into a thin sntet .nd

then cutting into the required shape. Previous work in the

laboratory (77, 78) had used a similar approach to proccoc

large spherical dro-s o: liQu;id of up to mm ciamet, r,.:. -

S" t:ll ;c: pur,: 'eoter once Smrac: .e'.Ac S e:eJez.. - .

metres per second.

The water/gelatine sheets were made by casting into a 21ju

xm 200 x 3 m vertical mould to reduce evaporation. Both .iquic

and mould were at 330 K. Each of the large mould faces had been

lightly greased and covered with a thin plastic film. After slow

cooling, to reduce shrinkace, the mould was disassembled and the

sheets placed horizontally. The Layers, with plastic sheets

3:tached, could be kept for several davs. After some practice i:

was possible to cut out wedges with flat and smooth edces.

In early experiments, the chosen !iquid/gelatine layer was

placed between two thick, spaced glass blocks and mcunted vertically

in a frame. The impacting solid was a steel plate which was

inserted between the glass plates to within 5 mm of the liquid

wedge and with its rear surface projecting out from the blocks. The
-l

steel plate could be moved at velocities up to ca. 100 m s by

impacting with a plastic cylinder fired with velocities up to abour
-l

500 m s from a 25 mm diameter bore gas gun. The steel plate

triggered an Imacon framing image converter camera by inter-

secting a laser beam just before impact. A schematic diagram of the

apparatus is shown in Figure 35. Schlieren optics were used to

make the stress waves "isible.

The basic problem with low impact velocities of less than
-i

lOOm s is that the angle 3 for supersonic behaviour has to be

less than ca. 30. Producing controlled impacts with such small

angles is difficult, and there are also problems in taking

measurements from such sequences. Ideally velocities of a few

hundred metres per second would be better since this would

increase the angle --. A second experimental arrangement was

therefore tried with a two-dimensional rectangular-bore gas gun
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tised to project the striker dire, tly between the _,lass plates.

This arrangemnent elimindced Lhe neeu or sep~arate strikers and

projectiles as used in the first experiment. Having a rectangular

bore gun barrel and incorporating the sabot and striker into

One projectile gave sufficient control to be able to shoot the

rir ccuraite v betwee:r the -lass plates ndMake it os s ta l)

.r A rici tarct tu C, e _'re :S . c iecr, !- op L IS .,e

mp r,-ve d bev rep Lacing tlie !,:nses tl le ormver syste2m wi tn m r

4. 3 RESULTS

4.3a W edge Impact

Figure 36 gives the impact geometry for a target strikin2

a wedge of liquid. If U. is the impact velocitv, U the contact
1 e

edeye c it. and C the sound speed in the liquid-, then we :an

relate the M'achi numbers >!=U. C ind M 'C be th qu at icn1

i =M! 0tan . wo ~Liicn~irs :an be aistincuished., a supers,-r'c

contact point M el -(Figure 3ba) and a subsonic contact point Y'e

(Figure 36b). The critical angle .-- below which the contact point

is supersonic is when M e =1. For M LO=.l, ':Cequals ca.6

Please note that the theory in this report, including that given

later for jetting, is linearized so that higher oruer terms in "I

are neglected. This means that C is taken as the acoustic wave

speed. If a shock correction had been included it would have

decreased L'C At M.=O0.1 the decrease is ca. 10. Also neglected

is the small amount of target movement during the high pressure

impact phase. This gives a very small correction to I-.which

can be neglected here. However, as emphasized in Reference 32,

its inclusion in the full theory of liquid impact is essential

since it removes the stress singularity when the wave envelope

is about to pass ahead of the contact point.
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Figure 36 illustrates schematically the different

predicted for the two situations. In case 'a), the shock shoclc

be attached to the contact point with the shock envelole elongated

in the x-direction and with no jetting in the wedge. In case kb)

the primary shock should be part of a circlo with the shock

ahead of the contac- an-: a et.

of 150 m s .o. .. alw.:i ee n " , d2 i

respectively. They confirm all the predictions the above mcc c.

In Figure 37, with a z value less than :C, a strong shock enve!ope de-

velops which expands much faster in the x-direction than vertical>y.

No jet can be detected in the air wedge though a high speed jet,
-l

labelled J, of velocity ca. 2000 rn s forms when the shock envelope

reflects at the right hand edge. Jet formation at the right nanc

edge is expected and is discussed in detail in the next section.

Note that the reflected shock wave, S, :,ov" a vc.'- : causes

cavitation in the liquid evident as the dark region labelled T.

Fig. 37. Impact with a wedge with : ca.3 0 and M. = 0.1. There is
1

a supersonic contact point and no jetting in the wedge. A jet,

labelled J, forms only when the shock reaches the left-hand boundary.
-l

The jet velocity is ca. 2000 m s Careful inspection of trame 5

shows an associated air shock. The dark region lavelled T is due to

cavitation.

Figure 38 is for 3 = 6 : 0.50 and is very close to the

critical angle. Again, jet formation only occurs when the shock

reaches the far boundary. A stronger shock would be predicted

since 6 is closer to 3C (Reference 70) and support for this is

that the velocity of the jet, labelled J, is ca. 2500 m s which

is higher than that in Figure 37.

In Figure 39, 3 is greater thanS C' The primary wave is

now part of a circle, it moves ahead of the contact point and a

jet can be detected in the air wedge from frame 4 onwards. The
-I

jet velocity in this case was ca. 1000 m s
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4.3b Compliant Targets

Several authors have noted that jetting appears to start from

under drops at values of - greater than that predicteL by theory.

For example, Camus bg) recorded angles between 10 and .0 with an

average of 110 in the velocity range 30 to 100 , s for impacts ot

a XMA slider with a rc-ine:sional drp.

on FM!A with their wheel and jet apparatus.

Various ideas have been advanced to explain this. An early

suggestion by Hancod and Brunton (79) that viscosity delays the

onset of jetting is not convincing considering the velocities and

pressures involved. Recently Lesser (10) has suggested that the

compliance of the target has a major effect on increasing ., and

experimental support for this is given below. Another factor likely

to affect experimental observations is aerodynamic distortion of

the contact surface of the drop to a greater effective radius. Final!:.

if the flow angle is deduced indirectly from damage studies the

result will be an overestimate. The reasons for this are that

when the jet first forms it may be too thin to have damage potential

and further it needs to act on a perturbed surface. As Blowers (81)

has shown, the Rayleigh surface wave which gives the main component

of the surface displacements takes some time to reach a peak after

the supersonic contact phase ceases.

We have begun to test Lesser's suggestion by firing compliant

targets of molybdenum filled nylon. Figure 40 is an example with a
o -l

value of 7.5 and an impact velocity of 180 m s (M. = 0.12). The

contact edge clearly moves supersonically and there is no jetting

inside the air wedge. We have also recorded a sequence for a

compliant target at M. - 0.12 and 3- 150 in which there was jetting.1

The value of the critical angle 3C for a rigid target impacted at

M. = 0.12 is 6.80. All we can say at present is that the experimental

value for 8 C lies in the range 7.5 to 150. There seems, therefore,

to be some support for the Lesser suggestion, but whether or not

it is the main factor will need more experimental data. Further

work is in progress.
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4.4 JET VELOCITY

4.4a Theoretical

Earlier theoretical calculations for the impac:t of t',c-emen:sional

sluzs of liquid were given in (7n, SO). Here .,,e extond this work to the

ceometrv depicted in Figure -1. Impact first occurs at 2 and two wed:oe
1::7 l s "1 .n -, 1-1 :,. ,l e , - h . 'T ' i -.!.! '),- ;:' .. 7,-%'--. :-.

-, are t:'vo ,, e

: .. -i is ekent 1el ,
"  
the r: t i.'. , ... , , that toe .: .: -

moves supersonically along 0A. The angle - can take values from the

critical angle up to 900. Of particular interest is the velocity of

the jet afrer the target reaches point A.

Figure 42 illustrates schematically the situation when the target

surface has passed point B. It shows the position of the shock envelope,

the corner waves from the points 0 and A, the motion of the side wall

at the left and the onset of jetting in the wedge.

The region labelled I in Figure 4 2 is redrawn in Figure 0,

together with the image region I' The perturbed pressures on AB and

BT are zero while over CT it is ps. The pressure inside the enclosed

region has been solved using conformal mapping techniques. As pointed

out earlier it is important to note that the theory, as developed here,

is a linear one, which applies only for small Mach numbers. It neglects

shock effects and assumes C is the acoustic wave sneed.

The aim is to calculate pressure and density variations in the

regions behind the wavefronts from which jet velocities can be determined.

In these regions, it is considered that the pressure and density are

perturbed from their ambient values at atmosnheric pressure. Insertion

of the perturbed pressure, P and density, , into the equations of motion

yields the 'acoustic' form of the equations governing the variations

in the perturbed quantities.

: , 9 4.1.. . C'7" = 0
3t -

and

r3P 2 2p
--7 - P 0 4 .2

I

where P and are normalised bv the water-hamnmer pressure, Pw= -,,C V

and the ambient density, o, cesnectively.
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Figure 43 shows the region marked I in Vicure ~.The diavraim

shows the corner wave from the transition point A where the 'ntc

angle changes from :to .-. Th is ma t h e!,t i I mo d~ v ~ .;~~

pressure and density variations in ro-cion 1 def:ined by the .- wrr'aVe,

the free sur:ace AB and the ri.,id tarcoet siirfa -ce AC. 1 11he -2 -v L

lieo s ur -7ace A i ch n r 'i

ivSthe boundary condition a lono the cornet vaefrn .i s e

P = P

where M is the Mach number of the supersonic: contact edge alon2 AC

and is given by

M=M. /tanz (10, 11,70

The wave ec'uation 1) for the density mnay then be sol,-'d by a nrocess

of substitution. The first stage of substitution is of the form

r = n/a t which removes the explicit time dependence to give a differential
0

equation in r and e. r and e are polar co-ordinates with the transition

point A as origin. By a further substitution of:

r r (TschaTnlvgsin
r = I- -rtransformation)

r
this differential equation reduces to Laplace's equation:-

K ~ 5f~e) 0

and

7 i' e) =0

where and 3 are the normalised pressure and density, resnectively in

the new co-ordinate frame (r,6 ). and 8 may now be calculated usinR

complex variable techniques (see Appendix A) and the results can be

transformed back into the physically meanineful space (r,' to vie Id the

pressure and density fields. From the pressure gradient normal to AC, the

veloviry of the liquid surface as it is forced from its --riginal prnfile

to start a jet, can be caluclated.



Selected results are shown in Fizure 44. In the cases illustrated
-l

M. was 0.1 corresponding to an impact velocity of 150 m s . At this
I

velocity the critical angle is 5.71 °
. The x-component "f the velocities,

%x are given non-dimensionally in terms of C. R is also no-dimensional

with the values 0 and I corresrondinv to the points A and B ,n the

S .urt. ce (see Fi-c':rc - . h figure ,'' t :r

2ii fercnt ".'Jles ,of . :me t:'lltio: :ctzera[ ::'.:i ,:-:,,: :'F : >' 5

the jet velocity increases as : approaches the critical ancle. The

increase is particularly pronounced as .' is approached knote the
0 -

changes as varies from 5.3 to 5.5 to 5.70

It is important to appreciate that the initial movement of the

free surface reached by the shock is at right angles to AB. One

consequence of this is that for angles of ;, other than 900, the moving

liquid approaches the target surface at an angle and rebounds from it.

This is certainly consistent with experimental observations which show

the jet lifting up from the tarzet surface. For small values of

the interaction between rebounding and incident liquid will be comnlex

and the jet will quickly break up into a spray.

The results of Figure 44 for the x-component of the velocity

do not give the jet velooity directly. This has to be obtained by

integration. The surface begins to move when the shock wave reaches

it (point B, and R value equal to 1.0). It will move with increased

velocity as the target surface approaches and its R value decreases

to 0. The area under the velocity/R curve is the mean vel.ocitv which

equals the jet velocity, Vj. Tables 1-3 summarize the predicted jet

velocities for a range of configurations.

TABLE 4.1

Data for-= 450 and 3 varied for M. = 0.1, where S = 5.710.

0 ~0 -

3/o /0 Mean V /C Mean V = V./ m s-
o x x 3

45 1 0.056 80
45 3 0.086 130

45 5 0.182 270
45 5.3 0.236 350
45 5.5 0.326 40
45 5.7 1.44 2160
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TABLE 4.2

Data for 9= 90° and v varied for M. = 0.1, where 3 = 5.710 1 C

0 / Mean V/C !ean V = V. s

O i 0.a; 2 :

.3 -' ",

90 5.3 0.268 .O0
90 5.5 0.371 5(1o
90 5.7 1.64 2460

TABLE 4.3

Data for various -with 3 kept constant for M. = 0.1, where =5.71
0 C I

9/° 3 / >%ean V /C Mean V = V m s

10 5.7 0.396 590
20 5.7 0.758 1140

30 5.7 1.07 1610
40 5.7 1.34 2010
50 5.7 1.53 2300
60 5.7 1.66 2490
70 5.7 1.72 2580
80 5.7 1.71 2570
90 5.7 1.64 2460

4.4b Experimental
Figure 45 gives an examtle of a double wedge with 3 450 and 0

o

just sub-critical. A jet starts to form in frame 2. Its velocity,
-l

averaged between frames 2 and 8, is 600 t 100 m s . This agrees

reasonably with the theoretical Dredictions (Table 1). It is

difficult to be more precise since the jet velocity depends

so critically on the value of 3 in the range 5.3° to 5.7
0

We are also able to compare the results from Figures 37 and

38 with the theoretical predictions. Here the wedge angles were

sub-critical and a jet only formed when the shock interacted

with the right-hand boundary (i.e.' = 900). In Figure 37
o 3
°  -i

was ca. 3 and a jet velocity of ca. 2000 m s was observed.
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0IIn Figure 38, S was 6 0.50 and a jet velocity of ca. 2500 m s
0

was recorded. Comparison with the data of Table 2 shows that the

second of these results is in excellent acreement. !otce,.er, the

jet velocity recorded for the 30 wedges is far hizher than

predicted. The explanation f,r this is that as the r 'i-hand

;~icrs irrroached the wce .e in :', incre:~ss .

it IS curved up ti ca 5' this wA'u~d shnirr~n >,.c s.,;. u i.

the higher jet velocity. it vm-hasises hov critical the Pressures

and get velocities are to small changes in contact an!e.

4.5 CONCLUSION

The two dimensional wedge impact configuration first described

at the last ELSI Conference (1) has been significantly improved.
-i

Impact velocities up to 250 m s are now attainable for both

metal and plastic sliders targets). it has been possible to

photograph a variety of impact configurations and to compare the

predicted shock structures and jet velocities.

It has been shown that it is possible to treat analytically

the problem of jet flow from under a double wedge, where the first

angle is sub-critical. In cases where it has been possible to

compare theoretical prediction with experiment the agreement has

been good. Further work is planned.

The results emphasise how critical the detailed shape of the

liquid/solid interface is in the region of contact. If the contact

angle is less thar. 3 then high pressures are associated wi:h thec
contact point, but there is no jetting. If 3 is greater than c

then the pressures are less, the wave passes ahead of the contact

point and jet flow commences.

The present work has clarified the conditions under which

jetting occurs and also predicts the likely jet velocities. As

also pointed out in reference 82, the initial movement of the liquid

surface is at right angles to the liquid surface. Thus, in cases

0where 8 is < 90° , the liquid has a component towards the target

surface.

The geometries discussed in this paper have relevance to

liquid impact, explosives welding and jet production from a

shaped-charge.
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APPENDIX

After transf,,.rmation to the ?, ) plane, the problem

reduces to a boundary value one on the upper half of the unit

circle for (r, -). As 72 'P(t,9) = 0, this is most easily sol,.'cd

complex ,'ariible techniqu-es. The reoion ,I) .nJ its bi-.ts :

,n tcns arc : '.nc in -i u .re - 3r. -',
AC isi. = 0 and this may be dealt with by t!he method

so that now pressures are known on all boundaries. The reflected

sector is also shown in Figure 43.

Regions I and I' are then manned into the upper half of the

plane by transformation.

Zik -/2 '
z= e e ) - +

(e-i ) - -

A unique solution satisfying the approrriate boundary condition is:

P = Real Part P -Zn z +-

M

where Ps V,>e- I)'

2: A - ,

-- cot K-- 7

tanA, = (M ~- 1)
o e

M M./tanS
e i o

where S is the first contact angle for which the contact edge is
0

supersonic. Transforming back into the f, - place leads to

formulae for 15 and lfrom which the pressures p and - can be derived

as described earlier.
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5. Micrographs obtained with a 0.8 nn jet impact at 175 m s 1. (a) optical trans-
mission mi(rograph of the impact damage. (The flaw leading to failure in the pressure
tester is arrowed). (b) Micrograph with oblique reflective illumination;
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9. Cro-ss-sCtion of the 0.8 mm jet impact damage in zinc sulphide. (,1 1
(b) 300 m S (C) 400 m s-, (d) 600 m s-1.
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the mean.
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14. Residual strength curve for ZnS for single impact with jets from a 0.8 mmn nozzle.
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Fig. IS. Theoretical residual strength curves
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27. Maximum crack depth for 2 mm drop (46)
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which would be predicted.
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32. Variation of pressure at which ring crack formed as a function of contact radius
for both uncoated and coated germanium (same data as in Figure
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33. Ratio of the fracture pressure for coated and uncoated specimens as a function
of the normalised coating thickness (see text).
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Fig. 35. Top and side views, not to
scale, of the impact geometries. W
is the liquid/gelatine wedge, P is
the plastic sabot and S the impacting
striker. In the initial experiments
S was stationary and P was fired from
a circular bore gun. In the final
arrangement S was projected from a
two-dimensional gun and higher impact
velocities with W were achieved.
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Fig. 36. Impact geometries for a tar-
get striking a liquid wedge for (a)
supersonic contact with the shock
envelope attached to the contact point
(b) subsonic contact with the primary
shock advancing ahead of the contact
point and a jet forming.
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Fig. 41. Impact with a double-angled
wedge with B0< 6 and variable in
the range 6, to goo.
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